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Abstract
From data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 53:5 pb−1 taken dur-
ing the 183 GeV run in 1997, DELPHI has measured the W mass from direct
reconstruction of WW ! ‘qq and WW ! qqqq events. Combining these
channels, a value of mW = 80:238  0:154(stat)  0:035(syst)  0:035(fsi) 
0:021(LEP ) GeV=c2 is obtained, where fsi denotes nal state interaction.
Combined with the W mass obtained by DELPHI from the WW production
cross-section and with the direct measurement at 172 GeV this leads to a
measured value of mW = 80:270  0:137(stat)  0:031(syst)  0:030(fsi) 
0:021(LEP ) GeV=c2, in good agreement with the Standard Model expectation.
The width of the W boson is also measured, giving the value ΓW = 2:48 
0:40(stat) 0:10(syst) GeV=c2.
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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11 Introduction
During the 183 GeV run in 1997 DELPHI collected a sample of e+e− collisions corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 53:5 pb−1. At this energy a high precision mea-
surement of mW can be made by reconstructing the W mass spectrum using constrained
tting techniques. This direct measurement of mW provides an important test of the
Standard Model by comparison with the indirect measurement from precise electroweak
results at lower energies [1] and helps constraining the mass of the Higgs boson.
This paper describes the analysis using events in which one W decays into leptons and
the other into quarks, WW ! ‘qq (\semileptonic" events), and events in which both
Ws decay hadronically, WW ! qqqq (\hadronic" events).
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, the DELPHI detector setup and the
event generators are briefly reviewed. In section 3, the measurement of the W mass in the
semileptonic channel is presented, while section 4 describes this measurement in the fully
hadronic channel. In section 5, the measurement of the width of the W in both channels
is described. In section 6, the combined results for the mass and the width are presented,
as well as combinations with previous DELPHI results.
2 Apparatus and Simulations
Detailed descriptions of the DELPHI apparatus and its performance can be found in
[2].
The response of the detector to various physics processes was modelled using the simu-
lation program DELSIM [3], which incorporates the resolution, granularity and eciency
of the detector components. The event generator EXCALIBUR [4] was used for the simu-
lation of all four-fermion nal states (signal and background), while the background from
e+e− ! qq(γ) was generated with the PYTHIA [5] event generator. For the generation of
the EXCALIBUR events, the fragmentation was performed using JETSET 7.4 [6] tuned
to the DELPHI LEP1 data [7], and the initial state radiation (ISR) using the QEDPS
program [8]. Systematic checks were performed using other generators as described in the
relevant sections.
For the signal part, a sample of 210,000 events was generated with a reference W mass
of 80.35 GeV=c2, while two other smaller samples of 120,000 events each were generated
with masses of 79.35 and 81.35 GeV=c2. At each of these masses, the simulated width
was the one predicted by the standard model. The W mass and width used in this paper
correspond to a W propagator with an s-dependent width.
3 Analysis of the semileptonic decay channel
Events were selected from the data sample recorded, requiring all detectors essential
for this measurement to be fully ecient. These comprise the central tracking detectors
and the electromagnetic calorimeters. The recorded sample corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 52:0 pb−1.
3.1 Track selection, lepton identification and event selection
The selection of semileptonic candidates was optimized to keep events where the lepton
is a muon or an electron.
2Charged particles were selected if they fullled the following criteria :
 momentum greater than 0.2 GeV/c;
 impact parameter with respect to the nominal interaction point less than 4 cm (trans-
verse) and 10 cm (longitudinal).
For neutral particles, at least one of the following selection requirements was to be
fullled :
 energy of the shower in the electromagnetic calorimeter greater than 0.2 GeV;
 energy of the shower in the hadron calorimeter greater than 0.5 GeV.
Charged particles were identied as muons if they were associated with a hit in the muon
chambers or an energy deposition in the hadron calorimeter consistent with a minimum
ionizing particle. Muon identication was performed in the polar angle range between
10 and 170 where the identication eciency was determined from simulation to be
(921)%.
Electron identication was performed in the polar angle range between 20 and 160
by looking for charged particles with a characteristic energy deposition in the electro-
magnetic calorimeters. The energy was required to be within 30% of the measured track
momentum or to exceed 20 GeV. In order to increase the eciency of the selection in
the forward/backward regions (below 36 and above 144), where the momentum reso-
lution is poorer, tracks with electromagnetic energy above 8 GeV and negligible hadron
calorimeter energy deposition were considered as electrons. Within the whole accepted
region, the identication eciency was determined from simulation to be (772)%.
The events were selected with the same criteria as for the analysis at 172 GeV [9]
except for the following :
 All neutral deposits in a cone of 3 around the muon candidate were rejected from
the analysis.
 All electromagnetic clusters, not associated to a charged particle track, in a cone of
10 around the electron candidate were excluded from the jet clustering and their
electromagnetic energy added to that of the electron.
 The isolation of the lepton candidate was enhanced :
– the angle between the lepton and the nearest jet axis had to be at least 20;
– the sum of the charged and of the neutral energy depositions in a cone between
10 and 15 around the electron candidate had to be less than 1 GeV.
After the selection, 88 electron and 109 muon candidates remained in the data. The
number of expected events from simulation is 80.2 with a purity of 91.0% in the electron
channel and 100.7 with a purity of 94.5% in the muon channel.
3.2 Kinematic reconstruction
The events were reconstructed using a constrained t, imposing equality of the two W
masses, as described in [9]. In contrast to the previous analysis, however, events were not
forced into a two-jet conguration : the LUCLUS algorithm [6] (with djoin = 7.5 GeV/c)
was used to reconstruct jets once the lepton candidate had been taken out. Events with
more than three jets were then reclustered, forcing them to a three-jet conguration.
The distribution of the reconstructed masses is shown in gure 1 for real and simulated
data in the electron and muon channels.
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Figure 1: The distributions of the reconstructed masses for the electron and muon channels
3.3 Fitting method
The W mass was extracted from the reconstructed mass distribution using the method
already used in the analysis of the data at 172 GeV [9], i.e. an event-by-event maximum
likelihood t to a relativistic Breit-Wigner convoluted with a Gaussian resolution func-
tion plus a background distribution. The shape of the background was taken from the
simulation. The error on the reconstructed mass from the constrained kinematic t was
used as the width of the Gaussian for the corresponding event. Only events in the mass
range between 69 and 91 GeV=c2 were used in the t.
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Figure 2: Calibration curves for the mass shift (tted mass minus generated mass) from
qqe (left), qq (centre) and qqqq (right) events. The open circles show the mass shift
computed from the individual simulated samples, while the full circles are determined from
the full statistics reweighted to the corresponding mass. The error bars in the reweighted
case are completely correlated and indicate the statistical error on the mass shift for a
given true mass.
The bias from this method (shown in g 2) comes mainly from the initial state radiation
which is not properly taken into account in the t, and was estimated from simulated
events either generated at various input values of mW or using a reweighting technique in
4order to obtain events for arbitrary values of mW . The bias is well described by a straight
line which is used to correct the result of the likelihood t. The error on the bias, coming
from the limited statistics of the simulation, is given by the statistical error corresponding
to all samples of simulated events reweighted at the measured mass. The negative slope
(g 2) is mainly due to ISR and reduces slightly the sensitivity of the tted mass to the
true one. The statistical error coming from the mass t is increased accordingly.
Samples of simulated signal and background events corresponding to the integrated
luminosity of the data were processed through the same mass reconstruction and tting
procedures as the real data. The pulls (mrec−mgen)=(mrec) obtained with these samples
were used to check that the statistical error from the likelihood t was reliable. The RMS
of the pull distributions is equal to one in the electron and muon channels, with a mean
expected error of 418 MeV=c2 for the electrons and 331 MeV=c2 for the muons.
3.4 Systematic errors
The analysis described above relies on a bias correction obtained from the simulation.
Any error on the simulation will then cause a systematic error on the mass. The dierent
sources of systematic errors are discussed in detail in [9]. The list of the relevant ones is
presented in table 1.
Sources of systematic error eqq qq lqq qqqq Combined
(MeV=c2)
Statistical error on calibration 23 18 14 9 8
Lepton energy 40 35 26 - 9
Jet energy 50 30 38 20 26
Background level 5 - 2 5 3
Background shape - - - 5 3
Isolation of the lepton 20 - 8 - 3
Total uncorrelated 71 50 49 23 29
Fragmentation 10 10 10 20 17
I.S.R. 10 10 10 10 10
Total correlated 14 14 14 22 20
LEP energy 21 21 21 21 21
Colour reconnection - - - 50 33
Bose Einstein correlations - - - 20 13
Total nal state interaction - - - 54 35
Table 1: Contributions to the systematic error on the mass measurement. The error
sources have been separated into those uncorrelated and correlated between the dierent
LEP experiments.
The statistical errors on the bias correction coming from the limited simulation statis-
tics are 23 and 18 MeV=c2, respectively, for the electron and muon channels.
Due to the presence of the neutrino in this channel, the dominant systematic eects
are due to the uncertainty on the absolute energy calibrations. Bhabha and Compton
scattering events showed an uncertainty on the electron energy of 1%, while the systematic
uncertainty on the muon momentum was estimated from Z0 ! +− events to be 0.5%.
This corresponds to uncorrelated systematic errors of 40 and 35 MeV=c2, respectively.
5Jet energy uncertainty was estimated to be 2% from Z0 ! qq events, using two-jet
events where the energy is xed and three-jet events where the energy can be estimated
from angular measurement alone. The resulting systematic errors are 50 MeV=c2 for the
electron events and 30 MeV=c2 for the muon events. The dierent sensitivity on the
energy calibrations for the two lepton types arises because the constrained kinematic t
uses the error on the lepton energy, which is smaller for the muons than for electrons.
The impact of the background was very small in these channels, and a change of 10%
in the background level led to a 5 MeV=c2 change on the mass for the electrons, and a
negligible one for the muons.
In order to simulate the eect of an imperfect description of the lepton acceptance in
the simulation (which could induce a bias on the mass), the cut at 1 GeV on the neutral
energy deposition in a cone between 5 and 15 was varied by 0.5 GeV on the simulation
only and the t was repeated. The observed shift (20 MeV=c2) was taken as the systematic
error from this source.
The uncertainty coming from the modelling of the initial state radiation in the simu-
lation was estimated by comparing the distribution of the energy lost by ISR in events
simulated with our EXCALIBUR generator and in events simulated with the KORALW
generator [10]. The agreement was found to be very good, and an uncertainty of 10
MeV=c2 was derived.
When tting the mass of the W, the width of the Breit-Wigner was xed. The chosen
value has no importance as it led to negligible changes on the tted mass, and is anyway
corrected for by the calibration curve. What is more relevant here is the value of the
width which has been used for the generation of the simulated events. The simulated
events have been reweighted in order to reproduce a shift of one standard deviation on
the world average measurement of the width (60 MeV=c2 [11]) and the whole procedure
was repeated. The resulting eect on the measured mass was found to be negligible.
For the lepton combination, all sources of systematic errors are taken as uncorrelated
between electron and muon, except for the errors coming from the jet energy, the frag-
mentation and the ISR which are taken as fully correlated.
3.5 Results
The event-by-event likelihood analysis on the semileptonic channels gave the following
results:
mW = 80:612 0:431(stat) 0:072(syst) 0:021(LEP ) GeV=c2
for electron events and
mW = 80:462 0:341(stat) 0:052(syst) 0:021(LEP ) GeV=c2
for muon events. The last error1 comes from the uncertainty on the beam energy
(25 MeV [12]).
The combination of the two gives the following result:
mW = 80:520 0:267(stat) 0:051(syst) 0:021(LEP ) GeV=c2:
1mW/mW  Ebeam/Ebeam
64 Analysis of the hadronic decay channel
The present analysis is largely based on the analysis used by DELPHI to extract the
W mass from the 172 GeV data [9]. It is also an event-by-event likelihood method, taking
into account all jet-pairings. However, in contrast to the analysis of [9], the masses of the
two W bosons are not assumed to be equal. Instead, the W mass is extracted using a
two-dimensional ideogram likelihood method.
Requiring only that the central tracking was fully ecient, events were selected from
a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 52:9 pb−1.
4.1 Event selection
In the fully hadronic channel, emphasis was put on obtaining a high eciency for
WW ! qqqq events that contain useful information about the W mass. Obtaining a
high purity in the selected sample was considered to have a lower priority, because the
background from two-fermion processes is taken into account by an estimated event-by-
event purity later in the analysis, and the contribution from hadronic ZZ events is included
as a separate term in the likelihood expression (see section 4.3). Instead the selection was
designed to be minimally biased by the mass information contained in the event. The
following selection criteria were used:
 Events were required to have at least 14 reconstructed tracks;
 A visible energy of more than 1:15 Ebeam was required;
 At least four jets had to be reconstructed using the Durham [13] algorithm with
ycut = 0:001;
 On forcing the event into a four-jet conguration, each jet had to have at least three
particles and an invariant mass larger than 1 GeV=c2;
 The invariant mass of the whole jet system, excluding isolated high energy photons
inside the detector and estimated by doing a constrained kinematic t assuming that
there was one (additional) photon of unknown energy radiated into the beampipe,
had to be larger than 150 GeV=c2.
The eciency and purity (with respect to WW events) of this selection were estimated
to be 88% and 66% respectively. A total of 540 events were selected from the data (see
gure 3). The number of events expected from simulation was 518.
4.2 Kinematic reconstruction
A constrained t [9] was used to obtain optimal precision on the 4-momenta of the
jets.
In the fully hadronic channel there are three possible jet-pairings when there are four
jets, and 10 in a ve-jet event. Events with more than ve jets were forced into a ve-jet
conguration. For every possible jet-pairing, the probability density function pi(mx; my)
that this pairing corresponds to two objects with masses mx and my was computed : a
t with constraints from energy and momentum conservation was performed, xing the
two masses to mx and my, and the probability pi was derived from the resulting 
2 as
pi(mx; my) / exp(−122i (mx; my)).
The dierent jet-pairings are equivalent from the point of view of goodness-of-t. How-
ever, jet-pairings that have a small dierence between the two tted masses will naturally
have a larger impact on the W mass likelihood (see section 4.3), due to the limited decay
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Figure 3: Mass plot for the selected WW ! qqqq candidates showing only one recon-
structed mass per event (that with the best 2), and using an equal-mass constraint (not
used in the determination of mW , see text).
width of the W boson. In order to improve the jet-pairing further without biasing the
mass, relative probabilities were calculated that a jet-pairing is the correct one. This was
done in the following way:
 The measured jet charges2 were used to determine the probability for a proposed
W boson to be a W+ or a W−. From this probability, a relative weight was cal-
culated corresponding to the production angle, assuming a flat distribution for the
combinatorial background.
 For 5-jet events, the most probable gluon jet candidate in every jet-pairing was chosen
from the 3 jets supposed to belong to one W boson by taking the jet with the lowest
transverse momentum, kt, with respect to the other two jets in the rest-frame of
the W boson. The relative weight for that jet-pairing was then multiplied by the
probability p / 1
kt
to emit a gluon with the observed transverse momentum.
Using these weights, the pi(mx; my) distributions were added in a weighted sum. Thus
for every event a probability density function was obtained containing all the extracted
mass information from the kinematics of the event. This so-called two-dimensional prob-
ability ideogram reflects the relative compatibility of the kinematics of the event with the
hypothesis that two heavy objects with the corresponding masses mx,my were produced,
with a 1
kt
gluon emission spectrum and a production angle distributed like in W+W−
events. Examples are shown in gure 4.
In order to reduce the contribution from events with poorly reconstructed jets, this
procedure was repeated with two other jet algorithms (CAMJET [14] and DICLUS [15]).
The number of jets was xed to the number found with the DURHAM algorithm. The
three ideograms were then simply added with equal weights. Events with ambiguous
clustering give combined ideograms with broader resolutions. This allowed us to reduce
2The jet charges were computed as the weighted charge of particles in the jet, with a weight proportional to the square
root of the longitudinal momentum.
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Figure 4: Examples of two-dimensional probability ideograms for a 4-jet (left) and 5-jet
(right) hadronic event. The rst 4 sigma contours are shown.
the overall jet errors in the constrained t by 20%. This procedure reduced the expected
statistical error on mW by 4%.
4.3 Event-by-event likelihood
For every event the likelihood Le(mW; ΓW) of the W mass and width was calculated
using
Le(mW; ΓW) =∫ ∑
i
pi,e(mx; my)fP effe  S(mx; my; mW; ΓW) + (1− P effe )  B(mx; my)gdmxdmy
where S(mx; my; mW; ΓW) is the probability that a mass combination mx,my is produced
in a 4-fermion event, B(mx; my) the corresponding distribution for the background pro-
cesses, and P effe the estimated eective purity of the event, i.e. the probability that the
event is a well-clustered fully hadronic 4-fermion event. The signicant contributions to
S(mx; my; mW; ΓW) are from resonant WW and ZZ production; all other contributions, in-
cluding the interference between these two resonant processes, were found to be negligible.
These two contributions were weighted according to their accepted cross-sections:
S(mx; my; mW; ΓW) =
accWW
accWW + 
acc
ZZ
 SWW(mx; my; mW; ΓW) + 
acc
ZZ
accWW + 
acc
ZZ
 SZZ(mx; my; mZ; ΓZ)
where SWW(mx; my; mW; ΓW) and SZZ(mx; my; mZ; ΓZ) were approximated by the product
of two relativistic Breit-Wigner functions and a phase-space correction factor PS(mx; my)
PS(mx; my) /
√
(s−m2x −m2y)2 − 4m2xm2y
s
and both SWW(mx; my; mW; ΓW) and SZZ(mx; my; mZ; ΓZ) were normalized to one over
the integration area. The background function B(mx; my) was taken to be proportional
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Dpur = Eminmin for data and simulated events in four-jet (left) and ve-jet (right) congu-
rations, after applying all event selection cuts; the bottom plots show the parametrization
of the purity per event as a function of Dpur obtained from the simulated events.
to the same phase-space correction function PS(mx; my). Monte Carlo simulation shows
that this is a good approximation.
To obtain the eective event purity P effe , the signal-to-(signal+background) ratio was
parametrized as a function of a discriminating variable Dpur = min Emin, where min is the
smallest angle between any two jets, and Emin the lowest jet energy (see gure 5). In this
calculation fully hadronic ZZ events are treated as signal and Zγ events as background.
This purity was multiplied by a factor cluster, estimating the fraction of the events in which
the clustering algorithm succeeds in separating the jets correctly. Both in the four-jet and
ve-jet cases, cluster (= 0.80) was determined from a global tuning where the jet errors (in
the kinematic t) and cluster were adjusted so that the width of the pull distribution (see
end of this section) should be equal to unity and the bias on the W width determination
(see section 5) minimized. This eciency was cross-checked with simulated events from
the distribution of the quantity 2(mgenx ; m
gen
y )− 2min(mx; my) where 2(mgenx ; mgeny ) and
2min(mx; my) are obtained, respectively, from kinematic ts with mx and my at their
generated values and at the values giving the best t to the event. This quantity is
expected to follow a 2 distribution with two degrees of freedom, but, in practice, 20% of
events are found to lie in a tail with too high values.
As the candidate events are not correlated, the combined likelihood is the product of
all the event likelihoods.
The bias from this method (shown in gure 2) as a function of the true W mass was
determined using the three simulated samples with dierent input values for the generated
W mass. As in section 3.3, a linear dependence was tted and used to correct the result
of the likelihood t.
In order to check if the statistical error obtained from the likelihood curve is a good
estimator, pull distributions were studied using one million samples of simulated events.
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The samples were composed from simulated events generated with mW = 80:35 GeV=c
2
and according to Poissonian statistics corresponding to the expected number of signal and
background events. The mean RMS of the pull distribution as a function of the estimated
error is compatible with unity within 2%, which means that the error obtained from the
likelihood curve is a reliable estimate of the statistical error on the W mass. The mean
expected error was 193 MeV=c2.
4.4 Systematic errors
The calibration of the analysis depends on the accuracy of the simulation. Errors in
the simulation can lead to systematic shifts of the measured W mass. Table 1 shows the
estimated systematic errors coming from possible inaccuracies in the simulation.
The statistical error on the bias correction, coming from the limited simulation statis-
tics, is 9 MeV=c2. The uncertainty coming from the jet energy calibration is much reduced
compared to the semileptonic case because of the absence of missing energy. It corresponds
to a 20 MeV=c2 error. The systematic error coming from the background level has been
estimated by changing its amount by 10%, while the uncertainty from the shape of the
background mass distribution has been taken from the dierence between the two Monte
Carlo generators JETSET [6] and ARIADNE [16]. Both lead to a 5 MeV=c2 systematic
error. The impact of an incorrect description of the jet fragmentation has been studied by
using WW events simulated with two dierent treatments of the parton shower (JETSET
and ARIADNE). The dierence was compatible with zero with a 20 MeV=c2 statistical
error which was taken as the systematic error from this source.
Since the two Ws under LEP2 conditions decay much closer to each other than the
typical hadronization scale of 0.5 { 1.0 fm, interactions among the decay products in fully
hadronic events may lead to systematic shifts of the reconstructed W mass. Two possible
sources of such eects have been identied: colour reconnection among partons from the
two dierent colour singlet systems [17] and Bose-Einstein correlations among identical
bosons in the nal state [18]. Colour reconnection during the perturbative phase of the
parton shower evolution has been shown to give rise to mass shifts below 5 MeV=c2 and
is neglected here. Colour reconnection in the non-perturbative phase has been described
in a number of phenomenological models, which are implemented in several Monte Carlo
generators [6,16,19]. Whereas the expected error on the W mass from a rst round of
comparisons of models [20] was estimated to be around 50 MeV=c2, more recent stud-
ies [21] indicate that with the present mass reconstruction methods, the eect may be
much smaller.
The eect was tested using two variants of the ARIADNE model. In the rst variant
(AR2), only gluons with energies less than ΓW are allowed to reconnect, whereas the
second variant (AR3) allows also reconnections of gluons with higher energy. Since colour
reconnection in the perturbative phase is expected to be suppressed [17], the latter model
is theoretically disfavoured and will not be used in the estimate of the systematic error on
the W mass. The fast DELPHI detector simulation program [22] was used together with
the event selection and mass reconstruction procedure above. The observed mass shifts
were 28  6 MeV=c2 for AR2 and 55  6 MeV=c2 for AR3. Since other viable models
of colour reconnection have not yet been investigated in studies specic to the present
experiment, a systematic error in the W mass of 50 MeV/c2 is conservatively assigned for
this eect.
The eect of Bose-Einstein correlations on the measured W mass has also been the
subject of a number of recent phenomenological studies [23{26], which indicate that the
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shift is likely to be at most 20 { 30 MeV/c2 and possibly even smaller [27]. For the present
paper this was tested in two detector specic studies in which the same event selection
and mass reconstruction method as for the real data were used.
The rst study was based on one of the global event weight schemes [24]3 and used
the EXCALIBUR Monte Carlo sample with mW = 80:35 GeV=c
2 described above. In
the second study a Bose-Einstein simulation code [27] was used, which is based on a
modication of the JETSET fragmentation to include quantum mechanical interference
eects among two or three identical bosons. The resulting shifts of the reconstructed W
mass were −10  10 MeV=c2 and 0  10 MeV=c2, respectively. The models were not
retuned, however, and a systematic error on the W mass of 20 MeV=c2 due to Bose-
Einstein correlations is assigned.
The combined systematic error on the W mass measured in the fully hadronic channel
from nal state interactions is thus estimated to be at most 54 MeV=c2.
4.5 Result for the hadronic channel
The two-dimensional ideogram analysis on the hadronic channel gave the following
result:
mW = 80:097 0:189(stat) 0:032(syst) 0:054(fsi) 0:021(LEP ) ;
where ‘fsi’ denotes the possible eect from nal state interactions and ‘LEP’ the uncer-
tainty on the beam energy.
4.6 Cross-check by an independent algorithm
The W-boson mass was also measured in the fully hadronic channel by a dierent and
independent method. A neural network was used to tag the signal, leading to an eciency
and purity of 85% and 80% respectively. The number of events selected from the data
was 401, while 398 events were expected from studies performed on simulated events.
In the mass reconstruction procedure, the jet multiplicity was left free to vary between
four and eight jets. A fast kinematic t was applied to improve the mass resolution of
multijet events by imposing momentum and energy conservation while the directions of
the jets were left unchanged. Events with more than ve jets were forced into a ve-jet
conguration for both the kinematic t and jet pairing stage.
The jet assignment was also performed using a neural network algorithm. For each
combination, the interjet angles and the dierence between the two reconstructed masses
discriminate between the dierent clustering solutions. To reduce the bias arising from a
single generated mass, the neural network was trained with W boson masses uniformly
spread in the range 75 < mW < 86 GeV=c
2.
The W boson mass was extracted from a likelihood t to the two-dimensional plot
formed by the average and the dierence of the two W-masses, using the distribution
predicted by the full simulation. In order to obtain the simulated spectrum for arbitrary
values of mW, a Monte Carlo reweighting technique was used as in section 3.3. A binned
log-likelihood t to the data was then performed which avoids the analytical parametriza-
tion of the shapes. As the nal states with jet multiplicities of four, ve, and above
have very dierent mass resolutions, the overall likelihood was the sum of three indepen-
dent likelihoods, evaluated with the two-dimensional Monte Carlo probabilities relevant
to each class of nal states. The mass value and the statistical error obtained from this
3The weight function V3 in [24] was used.
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likelihood t to the data are mW = 80:126 0:183 GeV=c2, in good agreement with the
results quoted in section 4.5. The expected statistical error from the simulated events
is 215 MeV=c2 and has been checked with samples of the same statistics as the data,
using the technique described in section 4.3. The systematic uncertainties are common
to the previous analysis, except for that due to the background shape. It is estimated
to be around 15 MeV=c2 with an alternative fragmentation scheme (HERWIG instead of
JETSET). The event-by-event likelihood analysis has been taken as the reference analysis
because it gave the smaller expected error.
5 Width of the W boson
The same unbinned likelihood analyses (described in section 3.3 for the semileptonic
channel and in section 4.3 for the hadronic one) were applied in order to measure the
width of the W boson, xing the mass and varying the width in the likelihood t. A linear
calibration curve was also used to correct the result from the ts. For this calibration
curve, the Monte Carlo events have been reweighted to the mass of 80.35 GeV=c2, for
dierent values of the width. The correlation between mW and ΓW was found to have a
negligible impact.
The centre-of-mass energy spread has been measured [12] and is about 220 MeV. Its
impact on the width measurement is negligible. The dominant sources of systematic errors
are presented in table 2.
Sources of systematic error eqq qq lqq qqqq Combined
(MeV=c2)
Statistical error on calibration 56 54 39 32 26
Lepton energy 40 40 28 - 8
Jet energy 20 10 15 30 26
Background 40 20 22 60 44
I.S.R. 15 15 15 15 15
Colour reconnection - - - 100 72
Bose-Einstein correlation - - - 50 36
Total 83 72 57 135 100
Table 2: Dominant contributions to the systematic error on ΓW .
For the semileptonic channels, the results are
ΓW = 2:09 1:10(stat) 0:08(syst) GeV=c2 for electrons,
ΓW = 3:61 1:05(stat) 0:07(syst) GeV=c2 for muons,
which give, when combined,
ΓW = 2:89 0:76(stat) 0:06(syst) GeV=c2;
while the hadronic channel gives
ΓW = 2:33 0:47(stat) 0:14(syst) GeV=c2:
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6 Combination of all results
The masses measured in the semileptonic and hadronic decays analysis are in good
agreement within statistics. Combining them yields
mW = 80:238 0:154(stat) 0:035(syst) 0:035(fsi) 0:021(LEP ) GeV=c2:
Our previous measurements derived from the cross-section [28] (mW = 80:490:43(stat)
0:09(syst)  0:03(LEP ) GeV=c2) and from our 172 GeV data [9] (mW = 80:22 
0:41(stat) 0:04(syst) 0:03(fsi) 0:03(LEP ) GeV=c2)4 are fully compatible with this
more precise value. Combining all these measurements of the W mass yields
mW = 80:270 0:137(stat) 0:031(syst) 0:030(fsi) 0:021(LEP ) GeV=c2:
The width of the W has been measured. Combining results from the semileptonic and
hadronic decay modes yields
ΓW = 2:48 0:40(stat) 0:10(syst) GeV=c2:
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